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content
Within the last decade Sensory and Consumer Research has developed greatly 

both in scale and ambition. 

SAM has been at the forefront of these advances, having been stimulated by both 

business growth and by clients’ ever-changing needs. Today’s global businesses 

have unique product development and marketing challenges: through collabora-

tions with sensory societies, universities and key clients we have developed a di-

verse range of nimble, flexible and powerful tools and services to help them find 

and maximize opportunities. 

This brochure hopes to inform and inspire you. The subsequent discussion and 

debate will stimulate further innovation, keeping us at the leading edge.
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Ideal Sensory Trajectory (IST)

The combination of Temporal Dominance of Sensation (TDS), Liking (TDL)  
and advanced statistics, leads to the identification of the precise moments of 
consumption which are linked with either positive or negative perceptions.

• Compare the current product TDS profile with the ideal TDS profile

• Define measures to optimize the current TDS profile of a given product lead
ing to increased product acceptance and loyalty

• Create ideal product experiences by identifying exactly when & how product 
performance changes during consumption.

A Preference Mapping approach taking Product Optimization to another level by  
considering the entire consumption experience
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This provides innovative actionable recommendations for product optimization: 
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Linking instrumental assessments with sensory perception

Molecular Sensory Science (MSS)

Establishing a whole new approach which clearly and undeniably 
links sensory perceptions with precise laboratory measurements:

• Offers a multitude of applications to the FMCG industries, 
specifically to product development and optimization  
processes. 

• Provides precise recommendations for product optimization 
on a molecular or compound level.
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Using the complete list of attributes in product mapping can often make some sensory directions  
appear dominant, and distort the position of other potentially important directions, giving a false  
impression of similarities and differences between products. 

Perceptive Sensory Mapping (PSM)
Banish distortion, improve clarity: solving the redundancy bias

PSM provides a new and improved visualization of the interaction between products 
and their respective characteristics

• Redundancy in attribute usage is eliminated

• Sensory directions of product characteristics describing similarities and differences are 
reflected by their real weight and no longer biased by redundant descriptors

• Products are positioned in an accurate, unbiased and properly weighted manner.

Perceptive Sensory MappingClassical Sensory Mapping
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Considering asymmetry between satisfaction and dissatisfaction in product tests

Tetraclass Modelling –  
Replacing the JAR question?

Tetraclass modeling analyses existing product acceptance test data, to reveal the asymmetry of liking 
and to provide a product improvement roadmap for R&D teams.

It delivers an in depth explanation of the relationship between satisfaction and dissatisfaction for 
each sensory characteristic, classifying them into one of the following categories:

• “Basics” characteristics must 
be fulfilled not to dissatisfy con
sumers, bringing no added value 
when fulfilled,

• “Neutral” characteristics, which are 
not or lowly linked to consumers’ 
 satisfaction,

• “Key” criteria are to monitor, 
leading to satisfaction or dis
satisfaction according to the  
fulfilment level,

• “Booster” characteristic brings 
an added value to products, 
pleasantly surprising consumers 
when fulfilled.
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The development of agricultural produce requires decades to achieve market
able products. The application of consumer research in the early stages delivers 
valuable insights in steering the direction of the breeding process, significantly 
enhancing the success of the final product. 

Agricultural Breeding
Increasing cultivation efficiency in the Agri-Food Industry

Acidity

Longevity
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Texture
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Identifying which combination in a product range delivers most

Sensory TURF for Product Line Optimization  
                (SET)

OBJECTIVES 
Launching of a new
product line
Optimization of an
existing product line
Extension of an
existing product line 1 2FIRST MOMENT OF TRUTH (FMOT) 

Attractiveness of the Flavors
(based on liking and/or purchase intent)

> TURF modeling
Determination of the best combination  
of products on a shelf basis

SECOND MOMENT OF TRUTH (SMOT) 
True liking of the flavors based on tasting
 

> TURF modeling
Determination of the best combination of
products on a sensory basis

Detection of any mismatches  
between attractiveness of flavors  

before tasting and  
real product experience

A useful tool to reveal which combination of products 
ensures the highest reach amongst the target group. 

Sensory TURF provides an appropriate match between attractive
ness of flavors and the real experience of products. Relevant TURF 
modelling combined with cluster analysis enables the selection of 
the top performing flavors in a productrange. 

It ensures the range overall is attractive and the individual products 
of the range are the highest liked.

Prototype Development
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This holistic approach allows the simultaneous evaluation of intrinsic and 
extrinsic product properties in one testsetup. Implementing this test
design optimizes your product concept to consumer choice: the product 
itself, specific features, functions, claims and benefits.

Conjoint-Analysis in Product Development
Integration of concept-optimization in product tests

Brand

Packaging

Product

Features

Functions

Claim

Concepts 
driving the 
highest rate 
of purchase  
decisions
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Combining sales data with sensory mapping

SAM Success Mapping (SSM)

By integrating sales and other performance data with a sensory appraisal 
we generate a solid and predictive picture of the market, offering a robust 
base for development of successful product strategies.  

SSM is a multidisciplinary tool that creates strong synergies  
between the Marketing, R&D and sales departments.

Prototype 344
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Bayesian Networks (BNW)

It reveals relationships and factors within the data, it creates models showing 
how to improve selected target criteria (e.g. overall liking, purchase intent)  
in order to finally identify the best optimization scenario for the success of  
your product.

Bayesian Networks analyzes existing data sets from consumer 
studies fully independent of any other statistical approaches. 

Uncover the underlying hidden truths in large data-sets
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Generate an instant map of your category (and see where prototypes might fit in!)

SAM Pre-Mapping Tool (SPM)

SPM is a highly flexible tool, with multiple applications. It can be 
undertaken by stakeholders or trained panelists and is carefully 
designed & facilitated. It allows objective sensory screening of up 
to 100 products in a controlled and systematic way. 

Clients often use it as a powerful precursor to product optimization research, 
increasing test efficiency and generating significant cost savings.

Sweet

Bonbon/Artificial

Cooked Fruits

Woody

Intensity/Body
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Bitter/
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SAM’s Preference Color Coding (PCC)

Preference Pinwheel is a strategic communication tool to develop a visual code 
which reflects consumers perceptions of products in a range. It helps consumers 
understand and select from a range in an intuitive way.

Color-code your product-range
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Integrate consumers point of view on quality

SAM QualiSens (SQS)

Understanding and integrating consumer’s quality perception into the company 
quality assurance focusing all efforts towards maximizing the perceived quality of 
the product, while saving costs.

• What drives quality from the consumer perspective?

• To what extent does the consumer detect and tolerate defects?

• How to bring the company’s quality assurance in line with the 
consumer’s perception of quality?

SENSORY

VISUAL

CLAIM 
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panies Quality Assura
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Consumers
PERCEIVED  

QUALITY
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Casual Bar Setting (CBS)

CBS allows the consideration of context in con
sumer studies in a controlled way. It is a more 
realistic setup, revealing the real choice of con
sumers, giving a higher predictive indication of 
product success. 

Classification of Choices
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CBS works without a questionnaire and addons 
include other tools, such as ConJoint, Shelf test, 
Memory test.

Increasing the predictive power of research.

The casual bar setting (CBS) is a more realistic setup as it reveals the real choice 
of the consumer with a higher predictive power for product success. 

Delivers a new perspective on liking and product choice for context-sensitive products
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Gaining richer and more useful responses from consumers

Using Sensory Skills in Qualitative Research

An adapted descriptive methodology is used (stimulibased discussion groups 
combining product evaluations and group discussion) to enhance the way products 
are exposed, how they are discussed, and makes sure the correct interpretation of 
‘energized’ consumer responses is made.

Implementing descriptive methods in Focus Groups brings a greater intensity and 
accuracy to consumer conversations and is a faster route to useful product develop
ment feedback. It allows a more detailed view of consumers experiences, a better 
understanding of why consumers respond as they do, and a better perspective on 
sensory fit with concepts, brand and communication.

The fruity direction best 
supports the emotions 
and the brand strategy

Increasing  
bitter aftertaste 

Maintaining 
mouthfeel

Reducing  
flavour intensity

Fruity product 365  
can be optimized by:
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Packaging Ergonomics

The design and functionality of packaging plays a major role in product  
acceptance. In many cases performance in repeated use impacts consumer 
satisfaction more than initial perceptions of design and appearance –  
this requires careful consideration. 

Optimizing pack structure and functionality 

   Pack „Journey“

A number of specific approaches are used, including descriptive analysis,  
to ensure a high level of packperformance, in line with brand and  
consumer choice. 
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Eliciting the unconscious response

Implicit Approaches

Implicit measurements can be added to product evaluation in 
consumer research, delving into the unconscious to reveal a more 
realistic consumer response, further increasing the predictive 
power of research. 

explicit = 
conscious

implicit = 
unconscious
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A powerful tool which achieves a combined understanding of consumers emotional 
and hedonic product perceptions, ensuring that the product experience fits the 
perceptions & emotions of the brand or its communication. It completes a classical 
preference mapping approach to ensure fit between product and marketing at any 
stage of product development.

Perception and Emotion Mapping (PEM)

PEM ensures that R&D guidelines for product optimization fits the  
perceptions and emotions used in communication and advertising.

Bridging the gap between R&D and Marketing in product development 

Adapting the product to satisfy any given emotional profile. 

Product 1

Product 2

Product 4

Product 3

Product 8 Product 9

Product 5

Product 6

Product 7

Product 11

Product 10

Product 12

Target Area:  
Overlapping Area  
of Preference and 
Associations

Perception/emotion fit area

Preference area
Red Fruits

Smoked/Spicy

Woody

Flowery
Cherry

Rich Notes

Black Currant

Black Fruits

Alcoholic

Sour/Bitter
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Ensuring comparability in results from international studies which have  
culture-driven differences

Product Evaluations across Cultures

Given the increasing importance of crosscultural research it is important to focus on 
the needs of different cultural or ethnic groups: 

• Using the best performing product of the testset, consider an established 
benchmark in the testset.

• Compare with existing product data in the target market to define the  
action standard properly.

• Consider cultural beliefs, literacy level, religion and food habits in Cross
Cultural projects to avoid any biases.

Transcultural Research
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Wellbeing

Wellbeing is a difficult concept to work with as it is often vague and ill
defined, and in many cultures, there is no equivalent term. Yet it is a concept 
with immense power if brand owners can first understand how consumers 
conceptualize it, and then define how to integrate that into product, brand 
and communication. 

SAM works with brand owners to understand best how to configure sensory and con
sumer research studies with the objective of harnessing Wellbeing and has collabo
rated with ESN in a global study to understand its constituents.

Understanding what w is across cultures, and how to harness its power
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Food Integrity & Innovation delivers solutions throughout the lifecycle of your products. The goal 
is to accelerate product development, and in doing so reduce both costs and risk. Diverse services 
include ideation, the production and evaluation of prototypes, product commercialization and 
scaleup, through to a full suite of tools to examine product integrity.

Purpose built prototyping facilities and laboratories in the USA are staffed 
with 100+ food scientists, development chefs, process engineers and  
analytical chemists.

• Building Prototypes                                               

• Shelflife Studies   

• Nutritional Delivery Analysis                                                 

• Operational Standards Audit                                    

• Assessment of Manufacturing Plants

• Meeting Regulatory Requirements

Your Benefits

Move Fast: concept – prototypes – consumer evaluated samples – commercialization

Prototyping & Innovation
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State of the art, flexible and multi-purpose

Sensory Furniture

Enhance your Central Location Testing and your Descriptive Analysis with state 
of the art sensory furniture customized specifically to your requirements. SAM 
has provided tailormade sensory furniture solutions for its clients all over the 
world for many years. We provide individual solutions for any space require
ments maintaining maximum flexibility of facilities while at the same time 
meeting the latest and most stringent sensory standards.

Swivel for Height-Adjustment

Cable Routing with Dust/Dirt Protection

Assembly Screws

Synchronisation of Partitioning Walls 

Power Socket, Network, USB

sensory table roundST
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Product Sourcing and Logistical Support

By sourcing products and ensuring they are delivered on time, and in perfect condition for test
ing and evaluation purposes, we ensure that the tightest schedules are met and that very fast 
turnaround studies are possible. SAM Logistical Support provides its services regardless of 
pickup location and destination. 

Reliable sourcing, shipment, customs clearance and door to door delivery

• Batch specific sourcing

• Appropriate repacking for temperature and timesensitive shipments

• Crossborders and customs clearing

• Delivery up to unloading and handover at testfacilities (door to door)

• Across the world in 1 to 15 labor days depending on countries involved
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An Epilogue: Best Practice in Sensory and 
Consumer Research

more.

better.

faster.

safer.

The digitized consumer and the internet of things are main drivers of an  
increased mobility and a changing world opening up broad access to the develop
ment of new approaches in sensory and consumer research (more, better,  
faster, cost efficient, safer). 

However, the world of sensory and consumer research, despite the truth of a changing world, 
reflects another fundamental truth: the basics of human perception remain unchanged. 
Bearing this in mind, it is our responsibility to focus on: 

BEST 
PRACTICE

Development in motion is the continuous, persistent, even stubborn dedication to 
creating, inventing, learning, keeping our finger on the pulse of the market always 
improving the predictability and return of research for our valued clients. 

• the right sample size 

• the proper recruitment 

• the appropriate session length 

• to maintain standardized and controlled testconditions 

• focusing on few and not too many hedonic questions with the  
 consumer (and not diagnostic ones) 

• ensuring neutralization between products 

 and finally:  

• applying proper statistical evaluation and controlling the testpower 

cost efficient.
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Power your Product!
SAM is the leading sensory and  
consumer research provider for 
product performance.

SAM analyzes markets to identify the different preference patterns of 
your target groups. This segmentation reveals opportunities in product 
positioning and growth potential.

SAM applies sensory and consumer research in more than 
65 countries. We coordinate daily complex international tests 
tackling multicultural challenges.

65
countries

120
partners

33
years

25,200
projects
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